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Foundation
policy kept
on holdings
by Judy Imiml
staff reporter

The Bowling Green State University Foundation decided
Tuesday to keep its existing policy on divestment of holdings in
South Africa.
Dwight Burlingame, vice
(resident for
niversity relations, said
the Foundation discussed
the issue of
divestment,
but chose not
to make policy
changes.
Last spring, _
the Founds- Burlingame
tion divested its holdings in five
of 40 companies.
"Divestment is a complex issue involving the University,
and the Foundation wants to
maintain dialogue on the issue,"
Burlingame said. He said he
could not discuss in further detail what divestment issues the
Foundation considered.
He also had no comment on
what the Foundation might decide on divestment later in the
year.

Errol Lam, adviser of the
Progressive Student Organization (PSO), said this decision is
"totally unsatisfactory."
"We're asking for, and we will
keep working toward, the eventual total divestment of the University's holdings," he said.
"The University is associating
itself with apartheid and racism
until this (divestment) happens,
and it is totally wrong."
PSO was organized last year
to work on the divestment issue
at the University. A PSO rally in
the Union Oval on Monday drew
a crowd of 250 at one time, Lam
said.
"More and more people are
speaking out on the issue," he
said. For example, one Toledo
man spoke Monday, saying he
would not send his daughters to
school here because of the University holdings in South Africa,
Lam said.
Sue Pastor, a founding member of the Central America Support Association (CASA), said
the group is also supporting the
divestment of University holdings. Pastor spoke at Monday's
rally.
"I think it's incredibly insensitive and irresponsible for the
Foundation not to divest now,"
D See Divest, page 3.

BG News/Rob Upton
University President Paul Olscamp addresses the audience gathered to the University in a forum held yesterday afternoon in the student court
hear his proposals for better minority faculty and student recruiting at room.

BGSCI is second lowest
in enrollment numbers
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter

In a two-hour forum yesterday, University President
Paul Olscamp outlined the
University's efforts in increasing the numbers of minority students and faculty.
But despite that speech,
members of the People for
Racial Justice Committee
said they are still waiting for
something "concrete" to be
done by Olscamp.

Reagan heads
battle for Bork
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan yesterday decried the
battle over Robert Bork's Supreme Court nomination as an "ugly
spectacle" of high-pressure politics and promised to keep fighting in
tne face of the all but certain defeat of Bork.
"I am determined to fight right down to the last ballot on the Senate floor," Reagan said in a brief Oval Office address.
The speech was made available to the television networks, but
only the Cable News Network carried it live, followed by a response
in which Democratic Sen. Terry Sanford of North Carolina lashed
back.
Senators opposing Bork "are tired of having our integrity impugned," Sanford said, adding that "it is time for that corrosive dialogue to stop."
In the Senate, meanwhile, Democratic and Republican leaders
continued arguing over the timing for a vote, with Democrats insisting on quick action and the GOP demanding enough time to make a
case for the conservative appeals court judge.
Fifty-four senators are on record against Bork, all but ensuring he
will lose when the vote is taken in the 100-member bod v.
Reagan said the upcoming Senate debate "is to allow sides to be
heard. Honorable men and women should not be afraid to change
their minds based on that debate."

BG News/Rob Upton
Derek Crane, senior construction management major, peers intently at
President Olscamp as he gives his views on increasing the number of
minority faculty and students at the University. Crane's main interest in
the forum was the divestment issue.

Cliff Brooks, chair of the
committee, continually asked
Olscamp during the forum to
commit himself to adding a
certain number of minority
faculty by a certain time.
Olscamp made no commitments beyond the University's current efforts.
"Ohio has the second lowest
rate of minority students in
college in the United States.
We stand only behind New
York," Olscamp said.
"The national average of
blacks that drop out of college
between their freshmen and
sophomore years is 59 percent. There is a notably lower
number of blacks that stay at

predominately white institutions," he said.
Between 1980-84 white enrollment at the University increased 1 percent, but black
enrollment decreased 3 percent, he said, adding that
Asian enrollment increased
40 percent and Hispanic, 11
percent.
President Olscamp gave
five factors that he believes
are contributing to the decline in black enrollment.
■The rising costs of attending college and the reduction
in financial aid that is available.
■The failure of urban high
schools to prepare minority
students for the rising levels
of college admissions.
■Low aspirations of students due to the absence of
black faculty and staff as role
models.
■The reduced emphasis by
social and political groups
concerning affirmative action.
■The effects of psychosocial adjustments on minority
students.
O See Racism, page 4.

Fees to be increased Chlamydia study done
Editor's note: This is the last of
a three part series on the University budget.
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

University President Paul
Olscamp recommends student
fee increases and budget reductions as the best options in dealing with the 1988-89 budget constraints.
"The impact will be that next
year, students will have close to
what they have this year, but it
may cost more," he said.
Olscamp said he will make no
recommendation to the Board of
Trustees, which decides student
fees, until later in the year when
more budget information is available.
Olscamp said the options that
he sees are relatively few.
"To get more subsidy from the
state, we would have to change
the student mix to have more

by Beth Thomas
assistant managing editor

The budget
tug-of-war: Where
is all the money
going — and why?
upperclass students, for instance. That will catch up with
us — it's a matter of paying the
piper now or later, but we're not
going to get away without paying the piper," he said.
While there is not yet a concrete plan on how to reduce the
budget, Olscamp said measures
might include not giving any increases to the operating budget,
slowing down planned projects
and carefully reviewing future
projects.
Cutting the size of the administrative and classified staff is
also possible, but Olscamp said
there is "not a lot of slack.
A hiring freeze in effect since
last spring for classified and
administrative staff will have a

Thursday
1 Washington. D.C. lawyer Mark
Goodman discusses freedom of the
press, including the high school case
that just went before the Supreme
Court, see story page 3.
DThe band, Loved By Millions, will be
allowed to play at the University, see
story page 5.
DFormer Falcon Brian McClure has
crossed the picket lines and will start at
quarterback for the Buffalo Bills Sunday, see story page 8.

"gradual impact, but it alone
won't solve the problem," he
said.
Chris Dalton, vice president of
planning and budgeting, said the
budget constraints will have
some effect on education at the
University, although it would be
relatively minor.
In a memo to budget administrators, Dalton said, "Selective growth will be possible only
via re-allocation of current resources between and among
units." That means if departments want to grow in one area,
they will have to cut back in
something else and use the
saved money for the new
growth.
D See Budget, page 5.

About 10 percent of all male students at the University have chlamydia trachomatis, a sexuallytransmitted infection, according to a study done at
the Student Health Center.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of the center, said
the most alarming statistic is that about 7 percent
of all male University students have the disease,
but have none of its symptoms.
He said this contradicts almost all other studies
that have been done on chlamydia, which nave indicated that about 70 percent of men with the infection have symptoms. The Health Center's study
indicated, however, that about 70 percent of men
with the infection do not have any symptoms, he
said.
The major conclusion of this study, Kaplan said,
is that all sexually-active men and women should
be tested for the chlamydia infection, whether or
not they have any of its symptoms.
Chlamydia is a bacteria with many virus-like
qualities and is one of the most damaging sexuallytransmitted infections in the United States. It
causes a spectrum of diseases similar to, and as
serious as, gonorrhea. An estimated 3 million to 4
million Americans suffer from chlamydia each
year.

If untreated, chlamydia can create serious
health problems. It can cause enough damage to a
man's testicles to make him sterile, and cause
pain during urination and/or pain in the testicles.
It is also one of the causes of a disease called Reiter's Syndrome which causes inflammation of
eyes, joints and skin and is similar to rheumatoid
arthritis, Kaplan said.
The center tested 214 males over a period of 15
months. Kaplan divided them into four categories
depending on whether they had any symptoms of
chlamydia and if they had any history of exposure
to the infection.
Of 86 men who had no symptoms and no known
history of exposure to chlamydia or any sexuallytransmitted disease, 6 tested positive, which is
about 7 percent.
Kaplan said this means a lot of men have the
disease but don't know it and are causing severe
damage to their reproductive organs.
Some of the symptoms of chlamydia in men are
pain during urination, discharge from the penis
and pain in the testicles, Kaplan said.
Of 31 men with no symptoms but who had a history of exposure, five were positive; of 79 with
symptoms but no known history, 23 were positive;
and of 18 with symptoms and known history, eight
had the disease.
G See Chlamydia, page 6.

News in Brief
1

Someone tO Watch OVer
_.
the COWDOVS EdwardS
*
■

IRVING, Texas (AP) — Television evangelist
Jerry Falwell is keeping a close watch on the football career of Kelvin Edwards, a Dallas Cowboys
wide

everybody started cheering in church. I said,'Wait
a minute! People were cheering for me in
church?'"

erty University in Lynchburg, Va.
-.
...
. „,.,
_ .
Edwards said he was in his hotel room Sunday
night after the Cowboys' 41-22 victory over the Philadelphia Eagles when Falwell telephoned him.

Edwards has scored three touchdowns and set
up three others w^hileplayii^ for the Cowboy'sreplacement team during the NFL players' strike,

receiver who graduated from Falwell's Lib-

"Dr. Falwell said that he announced my name in

Told that Falwell has taken an interest in one of
his most talented replacements, Cowboys Coach
Tom Landry said Monday, "That would help. We'll

Editorial
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Inaction unjust
The Board of the Bowling Green State University Foundation met Tuesday afternoon.
Board members met, maybe they even discussed. They did not do.
Anything.
Dwight Burlingame, secretary of the Foundation
and vice president of University relations, said the
Foundation Board "discussed the divestment of
its holdings in South Africa and decided to stay with
the present policy.
Students and faculty members have protested the
holdings for two semesters. The opposition has
been loud and clear.
But the Foundation has ignored the wishes of the
campus.
In May it responded to student protests by divesting holdings in five of 40 companies doing business
in South Africa. It seemed to think that would be
enough to quiet opposition.
But the campus community has made it clear
that this gesture was not enough.
The bulk of the holdings were not affected, and
nothing in the arrangement precluded the reinvestment of funds into the 35 remaining companies.
By investing in companies doing business in
South Africa, the BGSU Foundation is supporting
apartheid, a system which violates human rights on
the basis of race. The University consistently
claims to be against racism, claiming that it finds
apartheid abhorrent. But it will not take action to
support its beliefs.
Until the Foundation divests, the University
name will be associated with apartheid. The University will be seen as hypocritical.
Students have made it known that they do not
wish to be tied to apartheid through Foundation investments. It is time the Foundation listened.

Letters-

'Offensive' satire
cost of free society

It is regrettable that some
readers found Matt Groening's
cartoon, "Life in Hell,"
offensive. But even more regrettable is the knee-Jerk reaction of
The BG News, Groovy Records
and some of my colleagues on
the BGSU faculty that immediately labelled Groening's text
"racist." I am particularly embarrassed for the faculty who
feel they are representing "equal opportunity or "egalitarianism' on campus by denouncing a cartoon that has clearly
been misread by some wellmeaning but quite naive
readers. This lock-step, doctrinaire thinking contributes nothing to the solution of racism on
this campus. If Groening's cartoon is "racist," then the word
has no meaning and can be applied to anything a given reader
finds "offensive."
I must add my voice to those
who see a clear pattern of censorship in this issue, and, surprisingly, it comes not from the
reactionary right, but the supposedly informed left. Frankly,
there are a lot of items, quips,
cartoons, "slants" that "offend"
me in the daily newspaper, that
undermine my values and identity as a person. But that is the
cost of a free society. I am not
about to organize a letterwriting campaign to close off
discussion just to salve my tender conscience or to appear to be
sympathetic to a fashionable
cause.
Readers have a right, of
course, to their naivete — I
won't argue that. But if people
on the BGSU campus are serious
about combatting racism and
sexism, they must quit crying
wolf. Most responsible readers
on this campus and elsewhere
recognize satire when they see
it. Educate your activists.
To call for the removal of
Groening's cartoon — and for
The BG News to automatically
yank it without further discussion in the BGSU community —
typifies the paranoia on this
campus about adult discussion

Ron Fritz
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By Yanwen Xla

I watched with great amusement the downfall of Gary Hart
whose fate was imitated by the
unfortuante Joe Biden who is, if
anything, famous for aping others and forgetting to give them
credit. This reminds me of what
H.L. Mencken said figuratively
of "stiring up pigsty." And what
an odour!
I fully agree with Mike Royko's pungent remark — "Sleaze
is part of politics." (Oct. 9).
When I learned that the press
dug up Joe Biden's dirt, that is.
his echoing other politicians'
speeches or telling lies about his
family background, I said to
myself: No big deal. Who.
among politicians doesn't tell
lies. Those who have not been
poked by the press and are
lounging comfortably in their
couches and watching poor Joe
wailing are just lucky enough
not to be found out right now,
which does not mean they are
any cleaner than Biden. This
reminds me of a joke about politicians: Once upon a time, a
man said to his wife, "Our son
will be the greatest politician in
the future. Upon being asked
why, the man answered, "Because he can tell the biggest
lies." As far back as I can re-

To be fair, who doesn't copy others'
words? Again, who doesn't tell lies among
politicians? And who actually writes his
public speeches totally by himself?

member — that is a long time
ago —such words are always
characteristically associated
with politicians: dirty tricks,
underhandedness, badmouthing someone behind his
back using Royko's term, inconsistency, etc. Richard Nixon,
when he younger, used to be fanatically anti-Communist. But
the irony is he turned out to be
the first of his kind to climb up
the Great Wall in Communist
Beijing. When you watch Ronald
Reagan making TV appearances, don't you ever marvel at his
"tongue in cheek," a skillful act
which may have originated from
his Hollywood days of presidential preparations? This has
been the case as long as human
history. I gather the terms "noble and fair" are applicable
only to Jesus Christ who became
a "Dear Departed" long, long
ago and has never had a successor. Perhaps any hope of change
lies only in the long overdue
"Second Coming."

Since it's a common and familiar occurrence in political
life, why don't people bury their
digging tools and keep people's
dirty linens in their respective
wardrobes? Here we are reminded of an important function of
dirty linens, that is, they can be
used by the political opponents
as a weapon against their
owners. Contemptible, mean or
what, c'est /apolitical vie. The
Eroblem with Joe Biden is that
e or his campaign aides just
was not careful enough to keep
safe his tapes.
When comparing Biden to
those who sneaked the tapes to
the press, you cannot help feeling sort of sorry for Biden and
thinking that his slip-of-thetongue is not that unpardonable.
After all, Biden did his filching
in public and in a manly and enthusiastic manner; and later, in
an equal manner, he admitted
that he made a mistake in neglecting footnotes at the end of
his speeches. Maybe he has the

it goes on 'privately' on a continuous basis) but what is being
done on an institutional level on
a daily and annual basis? The
separatism can stop but because
the general society socializes us
to be suspicious, envious, and intolerant of others, a resistance
to disunity is a must as far as I
am concerned. I welcome any
and all individuals and/or organizations to join me in organizing a movement that is 100
percent anti-racist.

Fine — that's a person's prerogative, but I have to draw the
fine when fellow students whose
role should be to inform and
Bromote spirit are overly enlusiastic for the other team!
On Oct. 9,1 was listening to the
BG leers defend their CCHA title against Michigan on WBGU
88.1 radio. Several times the
student announcers gave a
rowdy play-by-play on a scored
goal. Great! I'm thinking "How
bout those Falcons" only to find
out that it was a Michigan goal!
I recognize that radio announcers have a responsibility to
consistently motivate their audience, and for the most part
they do a nice job. My only question is whose side are they on?!

abilities and ambitions that will
make him a good president,
which should be considered
more important than the mistakes he made. To be fair, who
doesn't copy others' words?
Again, who doesn't tell lies
among politicians? And who actually writes his public speeches
totally by himself? Return to
those guys who undermined Joe,
they seem somehow more dangerous and threatening. Just imagine: they rendezvous with
someone from the press and
haggle over the price of juicy
scandals they promise to offer,
and get a rich kick out of it, and
then a man's presidential dream
is crushed. Ail is done in such a
clandestine way. Sneaky and
furtive. Don't expect them to be
otherwise, because being manly
and honorable is not their style.
What's more, that may be the
only job at which they are expert. A Chinese saying goes,
People fear to be famous just
as pigs are afraid of being fat."
People may not end up being
butchered like fat pigs, but being scandalized and victimized
by these sneaky hands is equally
agonizing. For we on-lookers,
here's another saying, "Let dogs
fight with dogs," which can be
an amusing night show so long
as we keep out of it.
Xia is participating in the
American Culture PhD program.

Respond
of real problems. 1 just hope
there are some calmer, more
mature voices ready to speak
for the minority community on
campus and that the "debate"
does not end here.
Bruce Edwards
Associate Professor of English

Keep statements
of cartoon in context
I would like to urge The BG
News to re-consider its decision
to discontinue "Life in Hell" by
Matt Groening for "... the attitude and lack of sensitivity displayed by the cartoonist."
In making this request I don't
deny the University's black
community, or any person, their
right to take exception to the use
of the demeaning term "negro"
in any context or with the linkage of that word to street gangs
and drug pushers.
However, I am familiar with
Matt Groening's work as a cartoonist and when he says that
the point of view of "Life in
Hell" is "... antithetical to racism, sexism, or traditional conservative attitudes," I believe
him. I also feel that the cartoon
in question supports Groening's
statement. The people objecting
to this cartoon have isolated one
panel from the other 15 and, further, have taken words spoken
by a fictional character as evidence enough to condemn The
News, Groovy Records, Groening, and, implicitly , anyone
who enjoyed the cartoon as a bitterly ironic look at life, as "racist." I must take issue with
this.
Attributing words from a fictional character's mouth to their
creator, presenter, or sponsor is
a wrong and dangerous way to
read fiction, even cartoon fiction. If you then take words and
claim that their creator, presenter, or sponsor is somehow endorsing them, then you are only
compounding your misreading.
It is also not a good idea to take
words out of the context that
they are presented in. Yet, this
is what all of Monday's BG News
letter writers have done. And. as
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I understand it, they were
speaking for a significant number of people of all races.
First of all, it takes no "...
interpretation to achieve the
point the cartoonist hoped to
make." If you merely read the
entire strip once, carefully you
will see that schools and teachers are being portrayed as fountains of misinformation and that
the quote in question is just one
more example of the dangerous,
wrongheadedness of many socalled educators. This is not "interpretation" ; it is reading what
is on the page.
Next, there is the idea of holding an author/cartoonist responsible for everything his
characters say. If this notion
ever gets any kind of purchase,
then we — black, white, yellow,
red, brown — are all in serious
trouble. Mark Twain, William
Falkner, James Baldwin, Ruben
Blades, Richard Wright, Toni
Morrison, Harriet Beecher
Stowe, Jean Toomer, Diuna
Barnes, Richard Pryor, Flannery O'Conner, Robin Williams,
Alice Walker, Eudora Welty. Allen Ginsberg, Norman Mailer,
Rudolpho Anaya, and on and on
and on, have used the word "negro" (and way worse racial
epithets) in their creations. Further, many of these artists have
created black characters who
are drug pushers, pimps,
hookers, and criminals of every
ilk. Many of them have also
created white characters who
are vicious, racist pigs and who
talk like what they are. Are we
to condemn this distinguished
!;roup for its bad attitude and
ack of racial sensitivity? Do we
take their words out of context
and hold them up as examples of
their creator's racism?
I agree, racism is a big problem in BG, in the U.S., in the
world. However, censorship no
matter how well-intentioned has
never solved a problem; it has
only created new and bigger
ones. By discontinuing "Life in
Hell." the BG News is bowing to
the forces of censorship. I again
urge you to re-consider your decision.
Steve Hesske
English Dept.

R. Errol Lam
3 Gypsy Lane Court

Announcers' cheering
needs redirection
I am constantly hearing about
how apathetic your average BG
student is regarding athletics.

Trish McCoy

OCMB3571

Bork and I will fight

together ill the end.
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The BG News editorial
Stage is your campus
orum.
The editorial page regularly features columnists
who write on a variety of
topics. The News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or OCMB number,
and telephone number,
must be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West HaU

all the rest is up
to him!
DAVID HARRIS
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Anti-racism efforts
lacking at University
The wide reaction to the "Life
In Hell" cartoon that appeared
in the BG News Friday magazine of Oct. 9 brings to my mind
several things. First of all, the
issue of racism has re-surfaced
publicly. Secondly, the cartoonist claims that racism is being
satirized and lastly, the BG
News has come under fire for
allowing the cartoon to be printed in its pages.
All of this only shows that even
though racism is an ongoing
problem at BGSU, a fact acknowledged by some, rejected
by many others and ignored by
the great majority, the local situation still fails to take a proactive approach to this condition
year after year. It is known that
racist occurences will flare publicly because of the environment
here on campus, (and of course
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by Berke Breathed
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First Amendment addressed
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Divest
D Continued from page 1.
she said. "First, we are
endorsing apartheid (by
not divesting), and second,
there is no economic justification for this either."
She said that portfolios
with other companies in
countries other than South
Africa are doing just as
well as the companies in
South Africa.
Pastor said Ohio University totally divested in
1978, while Ohio State University fully divested in
1985.
"It's embarrassing for
BG to be so far behind the
times," she said.
Trisha Haitz, sophomore
environmental education
and organizer of the
divestment rally, said the
positive reaction to the rally made her disappointment about the
Foundation's decision even
greater.
"I was very highly disappointed by the Foundation's reaction. I believe
the Foundation is not
listening to students' viewpoints, she said.

Student journalists' rights discussed
by Barb Weadock
reporter

Mark Goodman

One of the lawyers involved in
a landmark freedom of the press
case spoke on campus yesterday.
Attorney Mark Goodman, executive director of the Student
Press Law Center in Washington
D.C., spoke about the case, ways
to serve readers and ways to
stay out of trouble to a group of
high school journalists and advisers participating in the Great
Lakes Interscholastic Press Association workshop.
The main topic of Goodman's
presentation was the case of
Hazelwood School District vs.
Kuhlmeier, which went before
the U.S. Supreme Court Tuesday. Goodman represents
Kuhlmeier.
At issue in this case is whether
or not student journalists are
protected by the First Amendment. A decision is not expected
for eight to nine months, he said.
"As a result, the case will
have a dramatic impact on student journalists," Goodman
said.
The First Amendment says
the government does not have
the right to censor the press.
Goodman said public school
officials are extensions of the
government, so they can not regulate school newspapers.

BG News/Mark Thalman

"I feel very strongly that the only way
school officials can get away with
censorship is if students and parents let
them."
-Mark Goodman, Student Press Law Center
"I feel very strongly that the
only way school officials can get
away with censorship is if students and parents let them," he
said.
However, he said, if students
are entitled to complete First
Amendment guarantees, they
are obligated to use their rights
correctly.
"What goes along with those
rights are certain responsiblities," he said.
Goodman said some schools
take the position that because
the student newspaper is a
school activity, administrators
should be allowed to regulate the
content. He said because the Supreme Court has never before
ruled on a case of the same
nature as Hazelwood vs. Kuhlmeier, this decision could set a
precedent.
Before this case went to court,
he said 32 organizations were in
support of the Kuhlmeier stand
on the issue.
"There is a lot of support for
your work as students and advisers,' ' Goodman said.

I!

SWEETEST DAY

PUMPKIN
SALE

M.A.C. SHOWDOWN!
TOLEDO

BGSU

Goodman also said newspapers must face limitations.
Materials that are libelous,
legally obscene or of a nature
that will create a physical disruption of the educational
process are subject to prior restraint.
The burden of proving that the
material in question fits at least
one of these qualifications lies
with the school.
"In Indiana, the courts have
specifically said that prior restriant is unconstitutional and is
not allowed," he said.
Goodman had been asked to
speak at the GLIPA workshop
through letters and phone calls
for a year, said Linda Glomski,
administrative assistant to the
School of Mass Communications
and workshop coordinator.
The Student Press Law Center
was established in 1974 for studentjoumalists. The purpose of
the Center is to inform students
of their legal rights and responsibilities and answer their questions about the legal aspects of
student press.
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OCTOBER 21
NOON-4:00
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM

SPONSORED BY:
(2-1)

VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS

THIS SATURDAY
1:30 AT PERRY FIELD

B HllOONMAN \
352-6061 VISA MASTFRCARD

£
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THE ALL-SPORTS PASS IS STILL A SMART PURCHASE.

PRESENT
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Saturday, Octoler 17, f987
*
Remember your Sweetheart this Saturday! *
SWEETEST DAY SPECIALS
*
1
doz.
carnations
arranged
$17.95 t
*
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Sweets for the Sweetest - Mixed Flowers $19.95
Roses and Carnations - by the single or arranged.
Other in-house specials available, Come out and
see them.

*
*
*
*
*
*

Many Costumes to
choose from
Many Specials
Available -

•i
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%
\
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LIVE!

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1987 SHOW STARTS AT 7:30 p.m. ANDERSON ARENA

*
*
*

Reserved seats $11.00 BGSU Students
Tickets go on sale September 30th at the Student Services Forum Irom 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Limit ol 3 tickets per student with valid BGSU I.D.
• Students may charge tickets to BGSU Bursar accounts
Reserved seats SI 4.00 General Public ( on sale October 1 )

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM f*

Mon-Frl 8-5:30
*
Sat 8-4
*
CORNER of NAPOLEON and S. COLLEGE
Sun 12-4
*
*
PHONE: 353-8381
**********************************************

*
*
*

OPENING ACT TO BE ANNOUNCED
Tickets available October 1 at Union Ticket Ottice. Finders, Boogie Records, Abbey Road, and the Shed
No lood, beverages, smoking, recording devices or cameras allowed in Anderson Arena

CAMPUS RESIDENTS
"Your Connection to tne world'
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS SCHEDULE
Cable Channel

Offering

Channel

2

ABC from Toledo Ohio

WNWO

24

5

Toledo independent station

WUPW

56

a
5
6

NBC from Detroit Michigan
Classified Ad Service 1555-85111
24 Hour sports Network

WDiv
BG-5
ESPN

4

7

Superstatlon from Atlanta
Georgia

WTBS

8

BCSU instructional Channel

Closed Circuit

9

Canadian Television from Windsor

10

17

CaNe channel

Offering

20

Arts & Entertainment

2i

PBS Toledo Ohio

22

Oiscovery

CBET

9

Oetroit independent station

WKBD

50

2j

Weather Channel

11

CBS from Toledo Ohio

WTOl

11

2a

BGSU community Channel

\2

BCSU Public Broadcasting

WBCU

27

25

Financial News Network

15

NBC from Toledo. Ohio

WTvG

14

Electronic Program Guide

EPG

15

CBS from Cleveland Ohio

WJKW

16

lifetime

17

USA

18

Nickelodeon

15

31

MI
Cultural &
WGTECH50 information
Stations
OlS

13

Music Television Video

MTV

55

Christian Broadcasting
Network

CBN

Praise tne lord

PTl

TWC

K Community

Cable News Network

CNN-1

2v

Cable Network Headline News

CNN 2

world News
A Business
Affairs

if

Home Box Office

M

BCSU
instructional
Channels

a?
8

Family
lifestyle
Programming

28

C-Span i

29

C-Span

50

The Nashville Network

II

•Sfi

Christian
Family
Broadcasting

CBB

Bulletin
Board

FNN

26

Popular
Musical
Stations

video Hits i

Future use
HBO Premium Channel
Closed
Circuit

(when available)
TNN

Are you missing all of this for only 41C per day.
Special installation offer available NOW!

wood cable TV
118 N Main Street
Bowling Green. OH 43402
14191 552-8424

Office Hours
800AM -530PM
Monday - Friday
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Driving skills tested
by Tim Maloney
staff reporter

Any aspiring race drivers should report to the
Ice Arena parking lot today and Friday to test
their skills in the Sixth Annual National Collegiate
Driving Championships (NCDC).
While the drivers might not win fame and fortune, at least one will earn a trip to Daytona
Beach, Fla.
The person recording the fastest time through a
serpentine course marked by pylons will be flown
to the national finals. All expenses will be paid.
The top three national winners will receive
scholarships totaling $10,000 and the use of a Dodge Daytona Shelby Z for one year.
"It doesn't cost anything, and the students get a
chance to test themselves/ Linus Bruno, the local
organizer of the event, said.
The championship tours the country, holding
contests on more wan 60 campuses. Last year
more than 100,000 students took the wheel on
NCDC courses, a fair share of which were from
Bowling Green.
"Last year we were in the top ten (universities)
for participation," Bruno said, "'In fact, when they
left nere, we were the first.''
The championship, sponsored by Dodge, serves

a dual purpose — promoting safe driving and raising money for the host organization, which is the
athletic department in Bowling Green's case.
"It's basically promoting fun driving, have fun
and don't drink and drive." Bruno said.
Competition will be held between 10 a.m. and 5
p.m. today and Friday. Each contestant must
drive two laps around the course. Only the second
lap is timed, but any pylons knocked down in either
lap will add one second to the student's time.
The car used is a 1987 Dodge Daytona Shelby Z,
which will be locked in first gear for use in the
contest. The course is tightly lined, and while
speed is important, accuracy is the key to a fast
tune, Bruno said.
The competition is open to anyone interested,
but only full-time University students are eligible
to win the trip to Daytona Beach. To participate, a
student must be 18 years old, have a driver's license and have a valid student ID.
In addition to a chance at the Florida trip, participating students may win a hat or driving gloves.
Sneaking away with the car is out of the question,
however, as a remotely controlled kill switch has
been installed.
"If you're purposely knocking down cones and
revving up tne engine, they'll shut you down,"
Bruno said.

EXHIBITS COMMITTEE
& PI KAPPA PHI
sponsors

Sweetest Day Rose Sale

Racism
u Continued from page 1.
"The number of blacks applications received in
1985-86 increased, the number of blacks accepted increased, and yet the number of people
admitted declined," Olscamp said.
Olscamp also said there were 533 black
undergraduates enrolled in 85-86 and there are
currently 499. Where undergraduate numbers
decreased, graduate numbers have increased
from 289 to 328.
Another concern is in acquiring more black
faculty and staff. There has recently been a lot
of talk about Miami University doubling their
minority faculty, he said.
Its numbers have doubled but their numbers
are still lower than ours, be said, adding that
Miami University now has 29 minority faculty
members.
This University currently has 48 minority
faculty members, the largest group of which
are Asians, he said.

Don't let your Sweetheart think that you've forgotten
them; buy a rose for Sweetest Day, and show them how
much you care.

LEE WEEK

Time: Mon. Oct. 12th • Fri. Oct. 16th.
9:00a.m. - 6:00p.m.
Where: Onion Oval ■ Phi Kappa Phi P.U.S.H. Booth
Rainsite: Gnion Foyer
Cost: $1.50 per rose $10.00 a dozen
To be delivered: ON campus - Friday evening
OFF Campus - Saturday morning (Free Delivery)

Creatif.
Imagine it.
Create it.
Live it.

BG News/Bob Uplon
Olscamp also discussed what is currently being done to increase the number of minorities at
the University.
In 1985 Olscamp said he instituted the Office
of Minority Affairs, and the University now has
30 exclusively minority scholarships.
He also said the college of technology
received a $30,000 corporate grant to be used
toward minority recruitment in that field.
In addition, minority recruiters have been
added, along with Discovery Days, in which
minority high school students visit campus.
The University has also made a video tape
and specific brochures to be used in minority
recruitment, Olscamp said, adding that he
visits predominantly black high schools in
hopes of recruiting more black students.
We are slowly adding minority faculty and
staff members, and we are painfully, slowly
trying to add a required cultural awareness
course. I am very disappointed in the slow advancements that we are making," Olscamp
said.

Guys Pre Washed Jeans
Reg. 20.00 Sale 14.95

Gals Jeans Assorted
Styles 25%-60% Off

Jackets *h Off

Gals Bibs 20% Off

JEMS -N- THINGS

531 Ridge
352-8333

Across from Mac West

l

MARK'S

I

Large 2-ltem Pizza
for Only $6.00
FREE DELIVERY

.TUBA

<
aa

352-3551

FRENCH HORN. .

THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BGSU HAVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY
AND CONCERT BANDS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS.
IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING
IN ONE OF THESE ENSEMBLES CONTACT:

§
'.

JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO! ! !
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING MONDAY. OCT. 19
8:15 P.M. ROOM IOI2 MMAC BUILDING, OR
CALL ABOVE PHONE. CREDIT AVAILABLE.
NON-MUSIC MAJORS WELCOME IN ANY BAND!

FLUTE. .

Sweetest eJjau dSaSnets
of oLo
,ove
Candy Basket
'12.95

Filled with fresh flowers, candy,
and 2 helium balloons

Teddv Basket
'15.95

Filled with fresh flowers and a
cuddly little teddy bear

Snack Basket
'18.95

Filled with fresh flowers,
cheese, crackers, and nuts

&£

KT»

THE
ARRANGEMENT
Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers
20% off any of the following services:
Perms - Haircuts - Highlighting - Luniinizing
when your appointment is made with Vicki
352-4101
352-4143

181 S. Main
Expires 10-29-87
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INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS
A COLORFUL

AND WIDE SELECTION
OF SWEATERS...
sweats, pants, shirts
skirts, jackets accessories
EXPERIENCE THE UNITED COLORS Of

>*: benellon

or toast your sweety with a champagne
glass filled with mini carnations. '4.95
The way you look makes a statement And. your hair
is your signature spiked, slicked back. soli, sleek
or (ousled-depending on your mood. Whatever
your mood, your siylisi will help create the look with
Creatif* styling products Cel. Mousse. Shaping
Lotion and Design Spray With Creatlt products,
whatever you imagine can be created and whatever
you create can be lived Creatif, by Redken Because
Redken knows more about hair

Pomide Mark«place
Franklin Park Mall

THE BGSU THEATRE
PlOuDir
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AUTUMN m
a, RESUME
SPECIAL #*

O '

TOM
JONES

Bring in this coupon when we print your resume, and
get FREE blank sheets and envelopes, for cover
letters, to match! You can receive the same
QUALITY and QUANTITY of paper and envelopes that
your resume is printed on, absolutely FREE!
Offer expires 10/30/87

6

BY HENRY FIELDING
IN A ZANY ADAPTATION BY DAVID ROGERS

HIGH QUALITY
i—*^/^v
OFFSET PRINTING
f"£y
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
J
111 S. Main, Bowling Green

OCTOBER
14-17 • 8 RM.
xx enovNrHtAiRE.uMVERsrryHAU.
E

$1.50 General Admission
For ticket information Call 372-2719
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UNIVERSITY BANDS
IOIO MUSICAL ARTS

.CLARINET. . . .PERCUSSION

M*

PI

372-2186

I

The Flower Basket

TROMBONE
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quick print, inc.

352-5762
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Band allowed to play
by Cathy Hoehn
staff reporter

The University will continue
to allow the band Loved By Millions to play at the Union despite
an alcohol-related incident there
during the group's last performance.
University police confiscated
a case of beer the band had
brought into their breakroom
before a concert in the Lennart
Grand Ballroom of the Union
Sept. 25. A Union employee aiding the officers said he would notify the band not to return to the

University.
Dave Crooks, director of the
University Union, said although
it is illegal for a holder of a liquor license to allow individuals
to bring alcohol into the establishment, the employee "may
have been out of line" in his
comment.
Bill Bess, director of public
safety, looked into the matter,
and said that if the band
"cooperates fully in the future,
and abides by their contracts,'1
they will be permitted to return
to play at the Union.
Steve Athanus, lead singer for
Loved by Millions, said he has
not been notified by anyone at

Budget
BGNews/Mlchelle Thomewell
Benzion Korf of Miami Beach and Moshe Shemlov of Michigan were on campus to celebrate Sukkot, a
Jewish holiday. Korf and Shemtov are from the Rabbinical College in New York, and they travel to college
campuses to unite and worship with Jewish students.

Sukkot holiday noted
by Laura Hardy
staff reporter
Jewish students at the University recently celebrated the
Sukkot holiday to commemorate a prominent event in the
history of the Jewish people.
The celebration of Sukkot
was sponsored by the Chabad
House-Lubavitch of Greater
Toledo. Rabbi Yossi Shemtov,
regional director of the Chabad House, said the holiday is
traditionally observed for seven days, during which time a
small hut, called a sukkah, is
built outdoors and used as a
place to eat and spend time.
The celebration of Sukkot
ends today.
The sukkah, which Shemtov
described as a temporary
dwelling with an unfinished
roof, was brought to the University from the Chabad House
so that Jewish students would
be able to celebrate Sukkot.
Shemtov explained that
Sukkot means season of our
rejoicing" and commemorates
the 40 years that the Jewish
people spent wandering
through the desert after leaving Egypt. The journey was
long and difficult, but the people were cared for by the miracles of God.
One of these miracles came

jgsfr

in the form of "clouds of glo3" which surrounded the peoe and protected them from
the natural elements.
Shemtov said the sukkahs
are important to the holiday
because they serve as a reminder and as representation
of the love and protection that
God gave to the Jewish people
through the "clouds of glory."
In addition to the sukkahs,
Shemtov explained another
custom is to shake together
four different types of branches during the daytime for
each of the seven days of Sukkot. The branches consist of
one palm (lulav, in Hebrew),
three myrtle (hadassim), two
willow (arovot) and one citron
(esrog).
"According to one explanation, each branch represents a
different type of Jew," Shemtov said. "The branches must
all be shaken together to symbolize that our people are one
and must all be together. If one
branch is missing, the whole
process is worthless."
This particular year means
even more rejoicing during
Sukkot, Shemtov said, because
it commemorates another
great miracle of God.
"During the time when the
temple in Israel was still
around, thousands of Jewish
people came from everywhere

to pray," Shemtov said. "Miraculously, they could all fit inside the temple and the king
came and read to them from
the Bible. Since that time, we
remember that event every
seven years. This year is the
seventnyear."
Shemtov said that he had
brought the sukkah to various
places in Toledo before bringing it to the University.
''We want to make the celebration available to the Jewish
community, including the Jewish students here at Bowling
Green," he said.
Helping Shemtov with the
sukkah were Benzion Korf and
Moshe Shemtov, rabbinical
students from New York City.
On vacation from school, they
are visiting the Ohio and Michigan areas to assist the rabbis associated with the Lubavitch organization of the Jewish religion. Korf explained
that Lubavitch is the name of a
Russian town and means "city
of love."
Korf said he is studying to
become a rabbi because "a lot
of people don't know about Judaism and this is a way to help
them.
"There is a wave of people
returning to religious Judaism," he added. "They are
learning slowly but they want
to learn."
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O Continued from page 1.
"The deans and directors are upset about the budget situation, and rightly so," Dalton said. "There
is a definite problem with lack of funding. We have
to figure out ways to do a quality job, but hold the
cost down."
Eloise Clark, vice president of academic affairs,
said she expects all services to be kept running, although extra and unanticipated programs may not
be implemented.
She said faculty recruitment for next year is being slowed until December, when more budget information will be available, but otherwise the budget difficulties "do not seem to be causing a major
strain."
"We will be foregoing new opportunities rather
than restraining what we have,' she said.
The colleges of Arts and Sciences, Business and
Education bear the largest burden as far as salary
savings are concerned, Dalton said. "But one has
to remember that those colleges have the largest
budgets as well."
Salary savings are a normal occurrence each
year and are used to help balance the budget.
Money is saved on the salaries of staff who have
retired, taken leaves of absences, or who have
unexpectedly resigned.
This year the academic affairs area, which includes all the colleges and the library, would need
to find about $250,000 more in salary savings than
last year, noted the minutes of the Sept. 17 Senate
Executive/ Vice President of Academic Affairs
Conference.
The amount is being distributed across the colSes. Exceptions are the library, the supplemenretirement program and specialprograms.
Ralph Townsend, interim dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, said the college provides half of
the instruction at the University, receives half of
the educational budget and therefore has half of
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Calligraphy

Photography

Date: Oct. 19-Nov.23rd (Mondays)
Time: 7:00pm-8:00pm
Place: Faculty Lounge in Union
Fee: $14.00 Payable at sign-up
Max: 12

Date: Oct. 21-Nov. 18
(Wednesday)
Time: 7:45-8:45 pm
Place: Planetarium
Fee: $25.00 at sign-up
Min: 8 Max: 15

Date: Oct. 19-Nov. 23 (Monday)
Time: 8:00-10:00pm
Place: 302 Hanna Hall
Fee: $18.00 at sign-up
Min: 20 Max: 40

GET "TOUCHED" AT V.I.P.'S
TOLEDO'S OWN HIGH-TECH. NIGHT CLUB
2518 S. REYNOLDS
21* over
867-9123
■ ■MMIimMHIIlMlUMH

ELECT

'MILetc

ARTS AND SCIENCES 200

MAYOR

Paid for by Committee to elect Ed Miller Mayor, Bob
Lafta Treas. 519 Normandle, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402.

maxGll

FREE UPGRADE!
Buy 10 XLH 90 cassettes and get 1
XLII-S 90 cassette FREE! Look for
these specially
"""^S'i&S^fe*..
marked packages!
v
^^•\"" -. ^""^^5 ^to,
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Sweetest Day Specials
Cash & Carry
$12 a
$4.50 a
$10 a
$4 a

doz.
doz.
doz.
pkg.

# Myle's Flowers
434 E. Wooster

Sign-up Oct. 5-16
Sign-up in UAO Office
3rd Floor Union
No refund unless UAO
cancels the Mini Course
or if you fail to attend
the course

GREAT IDEAS

ED

Long Stem Roses
Select Carnations
Sweetheart Roses
Mixed Bouquets

the burden to economize.
"As it is, we provide much more instruction than
what we're funded for," he said. "The budget
squeeze puts a very severe burden on us and
having to cut back would seriously impair the
quality of instruction."
Townsend said the college will try hard to meet
enrollment requests, but one of the strategies the
college will use to cut back is not offering classes
with a marginal enrollment.
"The main effect will be a decrease of the rich
variety of classes available," he said. Townsend
urges students to pre-register so the college knows
what classes students want and need.
Also, the college will be using more part-time instructors because it cannot afford the full time
staff it needs.
"Regretfully, it is normal to have a constant
turnover. We would prefer not to rely on part-time
help as much as we do," Townsend said.
Roger Bennett, dean of the College of Education,
said the budget situation is serious and discouraging, but compared to some other states, such as
Wisconsin and Illinois, Ohio is doing better.
Still, he said, the College of Education will have
to be more frugal in its spending.
"We won't be able to recruit as many faculty this
year, but we won't sacrifice quality. There will
Crobably be internal reorganization, greater worklads for faculty and we'llhave to set our priorities
more carefully," he said.
Robert Patton, dean of the College of Business
Administration, said the college is analyzing all of
its options as class demands in business are increasing.
"We're having a most difficult time of meeting
regular demands and any cutbacks will make it
even more difficult," he said. "There's not any
doubt that we're going to have to change the way
we've been doing things, but right now it's hard to
say what we will do."

MINI-COURSES

Mixology

EnfrtMlnmtnt

the University one way or the
other on the matter. He had
thought about not returning to
play on campus because of the
University's "rigid policies,"
but has reconsidered.
"I may have just been blowing
off a little steam," he said. "The
crowd there likes us. I don't
want to burn any bridges."
Although no one from the University has notified the band regarding the decision, Athanus
said that "if the school decides
to let the thing slide," the band
will return to play at the University.
"But we will get our beer
back," he added.
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WHAT IS ITT
A chance to make contact with ideas 'hat have changed the universe
A chance to reod the most provocottve writers
A chance to round out a specialized education
WHAT AM ITS AIMS?
To study rnoior intellectual revolutions which hove shooed our lives
To explore
JUDEO-CHRlSTlAN THOUGHT
GREEK HUMANISM
THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION
THE DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION
FEMINISM
To ask questions like:
Is religion proctical?
What ore the uses o' foith and reason?
What is patriarchy?
Has science done more harm than good?
Is America democratic?
WHAT Will M MADT
The Book ol Genesis
The Poems o* Sappho
Sophocles* Antigone
Toequeville's Democracy in America
Ibsen's Enemy of the People
Wootf's A Room o' Ones Own
HOW Will THl COUMI H TAUOHTT
Small sections
Much discussion
Writing used to promote thinking
Deemphasis on examinations

**-»ci ™
128 N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN

1$ THttl A PMHOUISfTlT
Ymu Completion ol English 115 or the equivalent
WH4. IT MMT A OffOUP MOUIMMINTT
Few: Great Ideas will fulfill the Arts/Humonihes or
Soeiol Science group requirement m most colleges
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BGSCI and CIT Campus is skateboard 'rink'
run for charity
by Caroline Langer
city editor

by Sally Schaler
t«pon«r
University residence hall staff and the University of Toledo
resident advisers will be running for cystic fibrosls this SaturI is the continuation of a tradition as hall directors, assistant hall directors and resident advisers from Conklin, Kohl
and Rodgers Halls compete In a fund-raising relay race
against the Carter Hall staff from UT.
There will be about 15 people from each university running
with a football from UT to BG before Saturday's football game
between the rival schools.
Participants will pass the ball to team members en route to
M.J. West, Conklin Hall director and relay coordinator, said
the teams will leave UT at 8 a.m. Saturday and should arrive at
the Mileti Alumni Center about two hours later. Representatives of the teams will be introduced before the game and will
present the ball to game officials.
West said although the relay is a competition, the real purpose is to raise money for cystic fibrosls.
"Sure, everyone wants to win, but raising money is the bottom line," he said.
Anyone wishing to make a donation to cystic fibrosis can
drop off money at either the Conklin, Kohl or Rodgers front
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Now Showing: Party Camp
Fire Down Below
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Coming Soon:
Platoon
No membership required with a
major credit card!

little Caesais Pizza

One man's staircase is another man's arena, and six
Bowling Green Junior High
School students consider the
University a prime playground
for showing off their skateboardingabilities.
The steps to the Life Science
Building provided about half an
hour of entertainment as the
boys used the banister as a slide
for their boards. Then they went
full-speed ahead, across campus
to the study area behind the OffCampus Commuter Center.
The area between Moseley
Hall and Eppler South is a
favorite spot for the skaters because of the variety of obstacles
it offers, said Zack Gordon, one
of the skateboarders.
Standard tricks include
"380's," ramping up stairs and
curbs and bouncing the tail of
the board off of the ground in order to make it' 'jump.''
One of Gordon's specialties is
a "hand plant," a move which
ends with the feet in the air,
board clutched in one hand and
weight balanced on the other.
Jeremy Alman, another devotee of the sport, estimated
that there are about 100 skateboarders in the city. He believes
it is a growing sport rather than
a passing fad because trying to
Eerfect and learn new stunts
eeps it interesting.
"Anyway, most people don't
become professionals at it until
they are 20," Alman added.
His younger brother, Ryan, a

sixth grader, recently began
skate boarding.
The boys fall down, admire
their scrapes and bruises and attempt the next trick. The possibility for injury adds thrill to the
challenge of perfecting the
moves.
"I like it because it is dangerous," said Kevin Peck, another
skateboarding fan.
Gordon said, "Yeah, I get
hurt, all the time. I once broke
my collar bone when I went really fast down a giant hill — it was
almost vertical. I lost control
and hit a mailbox."
Looking down at a new scrape
on the back of his leg, named a
"shark bite" because of its ragged nature, Gordon said he had
also dislocated his knee.
The board is a means of transportation for Gordon.

He and Peck skateboard to
and from school, but do not take
the vehicles into the building for
fear that they would be confiscated.
"They don't want a lawsuit on
their hands," Peck explained.
Becoming a skateboarder is
also a financial investment, with
"cool" boards ranging in price
from $150 to $170.
The boards can be purchased
at most cycling stores and usually depict skulls and dragons.
Gordon added stickers of punk
rock groups such as the Dead
Kennedys.
Skateboarder Jeremy Black
said, "But we don't call ourselves 'skate punks.' We're nothing
like that."

Chlamydia
D Continued from page 1.
Therefore, 42 of 214 men tested had the infection, which is 19.6 percent. However, Kaplan
said he doesn't believe that almost 20 percent of the male students have chlamydia
because the men tested do not represent a
random sample. He estimated that about 10
percent of the total male student population
is infected.
Many who volunteered for the study were
men who either had some of the symptoms
of chlamydia or knew they had a sexual
partner with the infection.
In the fall of 1985, the center conducted a
similar test on female patients at its
Women's Clinic. After testing 517 women,
the center found 49, or about 10 percent, had
chlamydia.
Kaplan said this number can be used to
accurately predict how many University
women have the infection because the testing occurred over a much shorter period of
time and was performed on all women in the
Women's clime, making it a random study.
Symptoms of the infection in women are
abdominal pain, pain during urination and
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BG News/Greg Connel
Zack Gordon, BG Junior High School student, shows off his skateboarding prowess with a handplant while his friend, Neil Smith, takes a break
to watch.

if that person tested negatively for it.
Kaplan stressed that any one who has a
partner with the infection should be tested
themselves.
"Even when it seemed very likely that the
male partner had been the source of the
women's infection, often he denies having
symptoms," he said.
He also added that it is important to realize that not everyone who has symptoms of
the infection actually have it. The health
center study found that 32 percent of the
males with any symptom had the infection.
The rest of them had some other problem
like a small cut Inside the penis or a different
sexually-transmitted disease.
If a male has absolutely no symptoms, but
a known history of exposure, he has a 9.4
percent chance; if he has no symptoms, no
history and no reason to suspect he had
chlamydia other than the fact that he has
been sexually active, he has a 7 percent
chance of having the infection, Kaplan said.
Kaplan added the center's study indicates
that if half of the 6,000 male students at the
University are sexually active, about 200
have chlamydia without any of its symptoms.

abnormal vaginal discharge.
Health Center employees asked every
male who was treated at the health center
for any reason to volunteer for the study, but
had a hard time persuading many to participate. He said that when the center was busy,
the staff was not able to take the time to encourage reluctant males.
He said it took 15 months to get 200 men to
volunteer because the test involves placing
the tip of a cotton swab into the penis, and
many men were afraid it would be painful.
However, Kaplan said after the test was
completed, most men said it had been "mildly uncomfortable" but not as bad as they
had expected.
Chlamydia is treated with an antibiotic,
such as fetracycline. Kaplan said it is inexpensive, fairly safe and is about 99 percent
effective if taken properly.
The Centers for Disease Control report
that persons interested in lowering their
chances of becoming infected with chlamydia should use "barrier methods of contraception: condoms, diaphragms and
foams."
Kaplan advises that anyone whose partner
has the infection should also be treated, even

Van Newhouse Photography
Traditional Wedding Packages

Buy One PIZZA
Get One FREE!
Made from the Freshest
Meats, Cheeses and
Ingredients available
■VALUABLE COUPON i

two large (14") pizzas

M
^

Free Parent Album
with 12 beautiful 4x5 prints!
an $85 value!
with purchase of any wedding package B-G; Holson or Er H 45
Book Your Wedding Now! offer expires December 31, 1987
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Are you denying
yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may, if you fail lo take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT. GMAT. GRE and MCAT.
Call It's not too late to do better
on your grad school exam

£ KAPLAN

SIANUYH «»«ANIDUCAtlON«0»«HI(JD
DONT COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

Classes forming now for Dec.
& Jan. Exams
LSAT classes begin Nov. 1
GMAT classes begin Oct. 26
GRE classes begin Oct. 24
Call 536-3701

112 E. Washington

FAMILY CHOICE SPECIAL
one (or you... one for the kids
One pizza with 10
toppings (Original or
Mexican). One Pizza
with up to two items.

$ 99

9

..p-« 10 -28

87

No »uD*titu1»ons on the Win Evwylrnno* puu
Val-J mm coupon at particvating Little CMun
One coupon per customer Noi VAIKJ wiin any other oMer

)Little Caesars-

ye, Mate! He's
coming to Campus!

■VALUABLE COUPON!

*3&

&

two small (10") pizzas

<s

FREE PIZZA SPECIAL

'">,
'Good only on th«a movlm

with two items
Extra Cheese
not included, but
available at an
additional cost.

Rock 8 Roll Double Feature

«675

•»P«t 10 - 28 - 87

*>*r**-m

VaM witrt coupon « penkapabng Liiue Ctwam
One coupon per customer Not • «M with any other otter

L.—

(® Little Caesars
BOWLING GREEN
112 Mercer Street • 354-6500
We Deliver

Oct. 15th 8 pm
210 MSC Building
FREE!

Fri. / Sat. Oct. 16 & 17
210 MSC 7:30 & 9:45 pm
$1.50 Admission

210 MSC Building
Oct. 23rd & 24th
Midnight
$1.50 Admission

COUHMU HCTUMS

I*" "I ■

At 9:15 p.m. Only

Elsewhere
News Briefs
Iran, Iraq raids continue
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP)
— An Iranian gunboat fired
on a tanker yesterday, shipfing sources reported, and
raq said its warplanes
raided a ship near Iran's
main oil-export terminal in
the northern Persian Gulf.
It was the second Iranian
attack on a tanker in two
days. Iraq's report, if confirmed, would mark the 10th
Iraqi raid on ships carrying

Iranian oil in a little more
than a week.
An Iraqi communique said
warplanes raided a "large
naval target," the customary
term for a tanker, after dark,
east of the Kharg Island oil
terminal and scored "an
effective and accurate hit."
The United States reaffirmed that its warships will
protect only Americanregistered ships in the gulf.

Russian Jew to emigrate
MOSCOW (AP) - Vladimir
Slepak, a Jew who first
sought to leave the Soviet
Union more than 17 years
ago, said vesterday he will be
permitted to emigrate.
Slepak told The Associated
Press he was invited to the
Soviet visa office yesterday
and informed that his application would be approved^ He

said no reason was given.
"It is like it is happening to
somebody else, and I am
watching from a distance,"
Slepak said when asked how
he felt.
Asked where he would go,
the 59-year-old refusenik
said, "Israel, of course." He
and his wife, Maria, both
received, permission to leave.

Cleveland mall opens
CLEVELAND (AP) Workers yesterday put the
final touches on The Galleria,
a glass-enclosed downtown
shopping mall that developers hope will draw
shoppers back to the city's
center.
Radio and television advertisements touting today's
opening have proclaimed that

the mall will "transform the
way Cleveland shops." And
Wyse Landau Public Relations, which is promoting
The Galleria's opening, compares it to Chicago's Water
Tower Place, Minneapolis's
City Center and Denver's Tabor Center — all of them
large, downtown mixed-use
shopping facilities.
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Glenn explains arms pact
WASHINGTON (AP) - The proposed
U.S.-Soviet intermediate arms control
treaty would result in the destruction of delivery systems rather than the actual nuclear bombs themselves, Sen. John Glenn.
D-Ohio, said yesterday.

system."
The senator said the treaty would allow
both sides to remove the nuclear devices and
guidance systems from short- and mediumrange missiles and stockpile them for possible later use in other weapons systems.

we really accomplishing as much as the public has been led to believe when we're not
really," said Glenn. "We're not really cutting back one iota on the 'big boom' capability because the nuclear devices themselves
... are not to be destroyed."

Glenn, a member of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, just returned from
meetings with U.S. and Soviet arms control
negotiators in Geneva, Switzerland, as part
of a five-member Senate observer group.
He said he believes there is a general misconception that the proposed pact would result in the actual destruction of nuclear
bombs.
"It does not destroy one single nuclear
weapon," said Glenn. "What's being negotiated over is destroying the delivery

Secretary of State George Shultz is going
to Moscow next week for two days of meetings with Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze that both sides hope will lead
to a final agreement on dismantling the
missiles.

Glenn said the proposed treaty includes no
requirement to monitor the explosive devices as they are removed from the missiles.

The superpowers hope to be able to sign
such an agreement at a summit meeting between President Reagan and Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev this year.
"My main question was on this idea of are

"It's left up to each side for disposal or retention as they see fit," he said.
Glenn said that while he still wants to
carefully review the final language in the
pact, he believes it will be worth signing because it would be the first time the United
States and the Soviets have agreed to start
reducing nuclear delivery capability.

Tentative landfill deal reached
COLUMBUS (AP) — Attorneys for the state and a group
that represents landfill operators reached a tentative settlement yesterday in a lawsuit that
challenges a new state effort to
document how much out-of-state
trash is being dumped in Ohio.
"We are in negotiations about

the case. In fact, we've reached
a tentative settlement," Mike
Webb, a spokesman for Ohio Attorney General Anthony Celebrezze Jr., said.
However, Webb said details of
the settlement would not immediately be made public.
"I think, by the end of the

week, we might have something," he said.
A hearing had been set for
yesterday in Franklin County
Common Pleas Court on a
request by the Ohio chapter of
the National Solid Wastes Management Association and Fairfield Sanitary Landfill Inc. for a

restraining order against enforcement of a state rule that was
to have gone into effect Oct. 1.
The Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency rule requires
landfill operators to keep an
expanded daily log on the type,
quantity and geographic origin
of trasn being brougnt to their
landfills.

BAND UPDATES NOW ON BG 5
HOWARD'S IS A DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

820S. MAIN 353-0067

COMING TOMORROW NIGHT
Ugly Bartender Auction
at 10:00p.m. to benefit M.S.
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BG no "vice" for Florida runner McClure crosses
by Don Heniley
sports reporter

In sports, it is often hard to judge the impact that one individual
has on an entire team.
This is not the case when you think of Bonnie Ramsdell. Her importance is of extreme magnitude when it comes to the Bowling
Green women's cross country team.
Ramsdell is not only the best runner on the team, but she is also a
team leader. BG coach Sid Sink knows what her
leadership ability means to the team.
"Bonnie is very important to this team's success," Sink said. "She gives us the leadership we
need through her experience and hard work."
RamsdeU's experience reverts back to her days
at Florida Junior College. The senior from St.
Petersburg, Fla. was one of the best cross country
runners in the state two years ago at the junior college level.
It was at Florida Junior College that Ramsdell
raced to a national championship in the 5000 Ramidell
meters in a time of 17:20. After graduating from the two year school,
she then decided to attend Bowling Green.
"I really liked the program here, as well as the coaches and their
philosophy," Ramsdell said. "I liked the way we spent time
together, outside of running when we were on the road."
With the Mid-American Conference meet just a few weeks away,
Ramsdell knows there is a lot of work that needs to be done in order

for the team, as well as herself, to place well in the MAC.
"We aren't running well right now, we need to start running more
as a team," Ramsdell said. Our workouts however, have been getting better and I feel we will improve."
Ramsdell started running when she was in junior high school, but
never expected to run cross country. Her high school coach persuaded her to go out for the team and she has been running long distance ever since. She also is on BG's track team participating in the
1500 and 800 meters.
When she joined the team last year, no one really knew lust how
good she would be on the Division I level. It was a year that was
spent adjusting to new settings as well as the frigid climate. With all
this in mind, she still ran well and was very competitive throughout
her first year here. Sink was happy with his new star's performance.
"She ran well all year even though she was going through an adjustment process," Sink said. "She eventually finished eighth in the
conference even though she was sick."
Running, however, isn't the only thing that interests Ramsdell.
She is currently in the sport management curriculum studying to be
a fitness specialist. At the end of this year, she plans to return home
to Florida and finish her studies at Tampa University.
"Someday I would like to open my own health spa," Ramsdell
said. "After that I hope to branch off and start a few franchises."
These seem to be big goals, but for a person that has spent her entire life accomplishing them, it will be just another accomplishment.
Right now, the only accomplishment Bonnie Ramsdell wants to
achieve is a MAC title and a trip to the national meet.

Ruggers win state championship
Anyone with doubts as to who
ruled the Ohio rugby roost was
rudely reminded this past weekend when the Bowling Green
club rugby defeated three teams
on its way to winning the Ohio
Collegiate championship game.
The Falcons squeaked by

Dayton, 7-6, in the first round in
what has become an annual attempt by BG to self-destruct at
the hands of the Flyers. The
"real" Falcons were back on the
field in the second match, demolishing Xavier 43-3 and then
beating Miami by more than 40

GDints for the second time in
ttleovera week.
The Falcons first team was
not the only squad to bring home
a championship. With three
squads entered in the eight team
junior competition, BG nudged
everyone else aside in taking the
first three places.
"We were fairly confident that

GET READY FOR THE WILD WEEKEND I
-18 AND OVER!

F(

THURSDAY- LIMBO CONT€ST

the first team would win the
senior division," BG coach
Roger Mazzarella said. "But the
lower sides are our future, and
based on the results, the future
looks bright."
To start the senior competition, the Falcons were forced to
stand around for nearly three
hours in the cold drizzle before
D See Rugby, page 9.
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Exchange
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Bills' picket line

by Tom Skernlvltz
assistant sports editor

Brian McClure, Bowling
Green's star quarterback
from 1982-05, announced yesterday he would join the Buffalo Bills despite the 24-dayold NFL Player's Association
strike.
McClure was one of 83
players throughout the league
to cross the picket lines yesterday. The current total of

McClure

Ankney

223 defectors is expected to
rise today as more players
have hinted about rejoining
their respective teams. Many
of the 223 have indicated the
unstable negotiations between union chief Gene Upshaw and management head
Jack Donlan as reason for
their controversial decisions.
The Bills announced
McClure would start Sunday's game against the New
York Giants in Buffalo. The
quarterback, who was drafted by the Bills in the 12th
round of the 1986 draft, had
been released by the team in
September. He missed the entire '86 season after injuring
his hand in the team's last
exibition game that year.
McClure told the BG News
two weeks ago he would side
with the players but reevaluate his decision if the
money was right.
C D Q
With the Mid-American
Conference title up grabs,
every remaining game has
major significance. Miami
sits atop the conference with
a 3-1 mark, while BG,
Eastern Michigan, Western
Michigan and Toledo lie just a

half-game behind at 2-1.
BG was eliminated from
last season's title drive when
Toledo defeated the Falcons
22-3. BG coach Moe Ankney
said this week's game against
the Rockets is just the first
step his team must take to
win the MAC championship.
"Our team knows that we
don't have to worry about
what the other teams do," the
second-year coach said.
"We're the masters of our
own destiny. If we win them
all, we're ft. If we lose, then
we have to start worrying
about other people beating
somebody. It's going to be a
C" lem to win all of them
use they'll all be good
teams that we play.''
After playing UT, the Falcons visit Miami, host Kent
State, travel to EMU and
close the season against CMU
at Perry Field.
Ankney said he doesn't
have fond memories of last
season's 22-3 loss to the Rockets.
"All I know about last
year's game at Toledo was a
tough, tough loss because we
had so much to play for, and
yet we went out there and I
didn't think we played very
hard," Ankney said at a
Toledo luncheon. "I would
think that we're not going to
play that way again, but I
can't guarantee that because,
just because I feel one way
doesn't necessarily mean my
100 players are going to feel
the same way."
An added dimension to the
rivalry between BG and the
Rockets is the Peacepipe, a
traveling trophy awarded annually to the winner a BG-UT
football game.
UT has owned the pipe
since beating BG 22-3 at the
end of last season. The
Peacepipe tradition actually
began as a basketball tradition during the 1947-48
season. At the time, the
teams exchanged a six-foot
long wooded peacepipe.

SATURDAY- HAWIAAN LEO
• 92.5 WMAT NIGHT
Find out more!
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woodland moll

Thurs. Oct. 15 -'- 4 p.m.
Ohio Suite - Union
/

THE FUN PLACE TO BE!

*

cinema

Center for Academic Options
231 Administration-J72-R202.
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THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
Cold • 24 Returnables, Suitcases, King Kegs
Post-off on 12 pk Cans of Miller, Lite, Coors, Bud
Post-off 6 pk N.R. of Miller, Lite, Draft
Post-off 24 Returnables - Bud, Bud Light,
35 pk Old Style 7 oz.
White Mountain Wine Coolers 4 pk.
»2.99

Two pairs,
One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $H988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be compietey uosAed or we wW return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Sylvania

382-2020

472-1113

Ruffles Potato Chips

6'/« oz. pkg. 99*

Ice

8 lbs.

75*

Coke Classic

2 liter

99*

Racketeers
434 E. Wooster

JBbtNew Music
and Art
Festival

I?

PG-13

THE BIB TOWN

LIKE FATHERLIKE SON

SAT/SUN 1 00 3 15
EVE 7 00 945

SAT/SUN 1 10 3 35
EVE 7 05 9 30

R

Phone No.
354-0558

PG-13

THE
PRINCIPAL

BIG SHOTS

SAT/SUN 1 15 3 20
EVE 6 50 9 20

SAT/SUN 3 30
EVE 7 15

R

FATAL
ATTRACTION
SAT/SUN 1 00 3 25
EVE 6 45 9 15 -v

R
HEURAISER
SAT/SUN 1 20
EVE 9 35

Coming Tomorrow - LATENIGHT SHOWS 11:30
BEVERLY HILLS COP (R)
THE LOST BOYS (R)
EVERYONE »2.00

352-7815

October 22. 23. & 24. 1987
College of Musical Arts
School of Art
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403-0290

OPENING NIGHT PERFORMANCE
The Theater Chamber Players of Kennedy Center
with Phyllis Bryn-Julson and Leon Flelsher
Oct. 22 at 8pm, Kobacker Hall.
Tickets: $6. 10, 14. Call 372-8171.
Tickets may be reserved using MasterCard or Visa.

FEATURED PERFORMANCES AND
SPECIAL EVENTS
Joan LaBarbara and Morton Subnolick - Oct. 23,
at 9pm, Kobacker Hall
Dennis Adrian and Gladys Nllsson - lectures
"Of New Account: The Chicago Imagists" - exhibit
Celebrate the newest and finest in contemporary musk with
eight concerts, panel discussions and master classes
highlighting the works ol 35 guest composers.

Bowling Green

Stadium P[az&
352-2533

BOWLING
GREEN

Fot schedule Information call: 372-2183

WAY TO GO
KAPPA DELTA
2nd Place Finishes:
Mud Tug

Tricycle Races
Car Stuff
Softball Tournament
Plus:
Car Stuff Spirit Award
And:
A Fantastic 1st Place at
Greek Olympiad
Congratulations to sister Julia Smith
1987 GR€€K GODD€SSI
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Rugby.
D Continued from page 8.
playing Dayton. Once the
game began, BG's play
matched the feeling in the
tyer's joints — stiff and
red.
The Flyers jumped out to
a 6-0 lead which held up for
most of the game until the
Falcons started to whittle
away the margin.
Fullback Scott Ault put
the Falcons on the board
with a try and center Tony
Konczak gave BG a 7-6
lead with a penalty kick.
With IS minutes to go, the
Falcons set up a defensive
stand on their 25-yard-line.
The Flyers spent the remainder of the match
mounting a furious attempt to break the defensive strategy. The Flyers
last hope, a penalty kick
for offsides, sailed wide of
the uprights as the referee
ended the match.
The Falcon offense, pent
up the entire Dayton
match, let loose its frustrations on Xavier. Konczak
smashed the team's record
for most points in a season
which had been 101 by
Mike Harrington. Konczak's 25-point performance
gave him a total of 124. A
versatile threat, Konczak
scored three tries, a penalty kick and four conversions. Scrum half Gus Saporini put the ball down
twice in the endzone while
eighth man Todd Haits and
backs Scott Ault and Bob
Mateljan tallied on solo
efforts as BG won going
away, 43-3.

"Scabs" not to blame for dreaming
by Pat Murphy
sports columnist

Is this football strike beginning to get old or is it me?
Thus far there have been three
weeks In a row without a real
pro football game. Three weeks
of hearing the players crying
over free agency while chanting
anti-scab slogans on the picket
lines.
Three weeks of hearing the
management claim the union
cannot have free agency and
that they are going to get all new
players to play the great sport of
football anyway.
And three long weeks for the
fans. Most of those two weeks
have been spent in aggravation.
How much more bickering do
fans have to put up with before
the two sides settle their
differences and shake hands?
These guys are worse than
little kids.
The players cry unfair, the
management decides to take
their ball and go home to play
with other guys, and the fans sit
by and wish for the return of
September.
So instead of watching the
weeks go by, the owners decided
to §o above the players heads by
hiring replacement players to
play.
The owners pulled it off. The
games have been played and, as
of now, they will count toward

the final standings.
I admit it. I watched two of the
Sunday afternoon games and I
also watched a Monday night
game.
And do you want to know
something else? They weren't
half bad.
I also have to admit that I
went into these games with the
same skeptical attitude that
everyone else did. I mean, what
if these teams blow the chances
of my Super Bowl picks making
it into the playoffs.
But these replacements have
showed me something so far.
They have shown that they have
the nerve to say that they want a
chance to live out their dreams.
So they went out and did it.
How many people ever get that
chance in their lifetime?
O.K., so the games played
weren't of the same caliber that
we're used to on Sundays, but
they were fun to watch.
If for only one week, they were
in the spotlight of the nation.
To tell you the truth, the
games were more fun to watch
than the games that are usually
played by the regulars. When
was the last time you saw a
game played with so much enthusasum for the entire contest?
Hell, the Super Bowl isn't
played with that much intensity.

Commentary
The replacement players went
out there trying to gain the respect of the football world. They
went out there for fun. They
K" yed for the sake of playing
sport they love. And they
went out there trying to win one
for their team and for their city.
Not bad for a bunch of guys
who were away at variousjobs
only a couple weeks a ago. These
guys were fun to watch and this
writer is looking forward to
more football with these same
players.
Who knows, we might even
learn some of their names.
They are living out the dream
that all sports fans share. The
dream of getting a chance to
Silay in their favorate pro sport if
or only one day. The difference
between the replacement
Slayers and this writer is that
lev are chasing their dreams
while we sit by and say "I wish
that were me".
I'll bet that the regulars who
are sitting on the picket lines
wish that they were out there
too. I bet that they are even rooting for their replacements to
win.
The regulars should be out
there, but the fact of the matter
was that they weren't. Some of
the regulars have crossed the
lines and the promise of more

are on the way. They are beginning to miss their pay checks
and now they are wondering if
the strike is worth it to them.
It has been a sad month for
pro football with the only bright
spot being that the replacement
games haven't been all that bad.

Hopes are high that the strike
will end soon, but don't bet on it.
At the rate that the two sides are
making progress, the football
world is headed for another history making event — the first
Replacement Bowl in football
history.

Browns angry
with defectors
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Eight Cleveland Browns players, including tight end Ozzie Newsome and quarterback Ganr Denielson, ended their strike yesterday, prompting sharp criticism
from several teammates who believe they've been deserted by
their team leaders.
Defensive captain Carl Hairston had been the first to break
ranks with the striking Browns last week, and Newsome, the
offensive captain, joined Danielson, the team's oldest player.
In returning to work just before noon yesterday.
Six others had gone in earlier yesterday, along with eight
players who had been on injured reserve.
"What you're seeing today is a changing of the guard," said
cornerback Frank Minnifleld. "You guys (reporters) make
them out to be our leaders, and I feel Bke they're abandoning
us. You're going to see new leadership like (linebackers) Eddie
Johnson and Mike Johnson. In my opinion, we need new captains."
Hanford Dixon said the players who went back to work had
not told teammates of their plans at a team meeting the night
before.

Gall your mummy

The championship pit
BG against Miami, who
had beaten Ohio State 16-0
and Cincinnati 13-10 in
overtime to advance to the
final. Despite hopes of
playing BG closer than
they had a week earlier,
Miami was shut out 484.
"Our only hope was to
stay close and battle up
BG's backs," Miami coach
Doug Edwards said.
Both strategies fell apart
within minutes of the kickoff as BG quickly Jumped
out to a 20-0 lead in the first
half and then padded the
score with 28 more points
before the match was
called a full 20 minutes
early by refereee Jay Lee.
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Have You Told Her
Lately?
M you haven't, here's
a gift that will say it for you.
It spells

Each letter contributes to the unique
design of this hand-crofted pendant
by JeCFerrora.
Wo hove it In two sizes.
In UK Gold. Sterling Silver
or Vermeil.
All on matching chains.
Fret Gift Wrapping For Sweetest Day

J\UV*H fit weir u «J(cw*
Downtown Bowling Green

Open Saturday 10-5

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got
hurt, she was standing by
with bandages. 'Wouldn't it
feel good to talk to your
mother again right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you. Just call
1800 2220300.
Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

AT&T
The right choice.
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SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANI
I SI Contestant Intormahonal
-MulingThuraday. October 16. 1987
203 Weal Han
7:30 PM

Ride needed to Chicago or sunoundlng areas
Oct 10th WBng to pay guimrt •*o*nm
CM Ken at 352 548/

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•••TOfMHMT'"
SPANISH CLUB
• Ml • MM MOSEIEY
•••TOWaUT'"

SERVICES OFFERED

"IfM MSSBOSU"
SCHOLARSHIP PAOEANT
1 si Contestent Inlormationel
•MaltingThursday. Octobat 15. 1987
203 Waal Hal
7 30 PM

ABORTION
Morning alter treatment
Personal & Private
Center tor Choice) ■

••UTtlELlZESAROVE"
I am ao happy and lucky to have you aa my Delta
Zete HWIII can! wan to blow out your candle'
See you tonight!
DZ love, your tag???

Toledo 419-255-7769

"Think Yr» Can Drive"
Coma on out lo tha lea Arena Parking Lot on
Thursday and Friday and lest your skills. Jutl
bring university LO. and Driver's License.
Free lo Evaryona" Time 10:00-5 00 both
days-Chance to win groat prLres!
"TONIGHT ONLY"
WEST SIOE STORY"
210 MATH SCIENCE
800 PM
FREE
AU December. May and August Education
Sanloral What do Lorarl City Schools. Sandusky City Schools and Akron Pubic Schools
have m common? They want lo interview YOU
Fa* semester Check the bi-weekly Placement
recruiting schedule lor details
AMA DISCOUNT CARD
Save 10% el selected businesses Pick up
yours Irom 9 30-2 30 Union Foyer- Price S7

NEED CASH?
(OVER 4 BILLION DOLLARS AVAILABLE]
EVERYONE QUAUFIES1 OUR DATA BANKS
CONTAIN OVER 2000 SOURCES OF FINANCIAL AC OFFERED BY PRIVATE NSTTTUTIONS FOR MORE INFORMATION SEND A
BUSINESS SIZED STAMPED SELF
ADORESSEO ENVELOPE TO EDUCARE
ENTERPRISES LTD, 25140 LAHSER R0
SUITE 141. SOUTHFIELD. Ml 48034

CMsiaail Assn presents Nu Hu Reggae band
(Cleveland]. Set . Oct 24. 9 PM N E Com
mom. Harambee-UrKty Party (In Oneness I

-AOO-PIXI-AOO-PexECI>*D FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
SATURDAY PEP RALLY AT UPTOWN
4-1 PM
SUNDAY FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
ICE ARENA FIELDS, 10-3 PM
•AOD-PrKE-AGD-PKE-

TYPING SERVICES lor M types ol papers using
Xerox Memorywrrter 352 3987 from 8 AM to
• PM
TYPING? RESUMES?
Document Storage on Diskette
A-Z Data Center 352 5042
WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe SI . Toledo
Offering
gynecological services A pregnancy termination
by ecensed physician including prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy resting. Pap test (tor cervical cancer). VD screening, bath control into .
Tubs! Ugetton. termination of pregnancy up
through to weeks (spec* rates lor students)
By appointment 1-241 2471

COFFEE BREAK
Thurs Oct 15 2-3 PM
Mem Lounge Off-Campus Student Center
Special Guns! VWaam Bess
Dvector Public Safety

PERSONALS

COLLEGE LIFE is an evening ol skits, singing,
and exerting Christian fellowship1 Join us St
7 30 tonight n Ine Akimrv. Room.Uruon Jvn
Sylvester. Area Director for Ohio and Michigan
wi give a dynamic short talk on Justification by
Faith " Sponsored by Campus Crusade lor
Christ
SCIENCE AND JOURNALISM
MAJORS:
Attend the Democratic or Repubecan Convention this Summer and receive academic credit
Contact the Center lor Academic Options 231
Admin. 372-8202 lor more into by November
1

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
MIKE (SCAR) EVANS ON HIS RECENT
LAVAUERING TO SHERI MCNEELEY

Pumpkin Sale-Cheap!
Oct 21. 1987

Noon to 4 00 PM
Student Services Forum
Sponsored by Charities Board
and Vokmleersm-Progress
SCEC
Second Meehng Sun Oct 18. B PM 406 Ed
Sharon Henna speaker volunteering oppor
tunities

ADOPTION COUPLE HAPPILY MARRIED 8
YEARS WITH MUCH LOVE AND SECURITY TO
OFFER WISHESSTO ADOPT WHITE
NEWBORN ALL EXPENSES PAID. CONFIDENTIAL CALL COLLECT 914-621-1162
ALPHA CM OMEGA

MONSTER MASH
HALLOWEEN BASH
WHO WILL YOUR DATE BE?

ALPHA 55 are too glad lobe
Paired up with PIKE Fraternity
CO-ED FOOTBALL TOURN la H set
To be the best phaanitvopriy yotl
Get Psyched Guys"
Love ALPHA OAM
ALPHA CAMS t PtKES ARE REALLY SWEET
THEIR PHILANTHROPY LOOKS PRETTY
NEAT
CO-ED FOOTBALL IS SURE TO BE
FUNNIER AND CRAZIER THAN ANY TEA
SO GET PSYCHED FOR SATURDAYS
PEP RALLY AT UPTOWN
WHICH SURELY WONT LET YOU DOWN"
ANGIE WOODS
Congrstulalioro on your Gamma Ptv-Sig Ep
.vsaennfl to BB Hutchmen
Love, your Gamma PM Beta slaters
BAND CONCERT
Ftaf Wind Eneerrrbta Concert Bend
Marks Kefy. Conductor
Sunday. Oclober 18
3 00 PM

1 -4 OFF Now thru Saturday
The Powder Purl 525 Ridge St

SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER
9. 1987 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY OCTOBER 30 1987 PLEASE
PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER
M THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHONING 372 2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS
PHONED IN PLEASE KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

Kooecker Hen
FREE

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE
TJ KOPPLEMAN ON HIS RECENT
PINNING TO DELTA GAMMA GWEN SCOTT

STUDENTS' Applications lor Jour
300
avaeable m West Hal. room 310 Oct 5-18 I
Nov 30 Dec 4 Apply early'

BIG SUSAN.
THANX FOR BEING SUCH A SPECIAL EUG'
GET PSYCHED FOR TONIGHT!
DZ LOVE.
UL JESSICA
CHEEOMUNGA IF YOU'RE LUCKY!
OCTOBER 17, 1»87

• KAPPA KAPPA JAMMA '
OCT. 17, 1917
• KAPPA KAPPA JAMMA ■

OAA EXTERN EXPERIENCE
Applications due Oct 20 Don't miss this entended deedane

CHEEOMUNGA IF YOU'RE LUCKY!
OCTOBER 17. 1987

' KAPPA KAPPA

LOST & FOUND
FOUND in library Tues Evening 10-6 Walkman
type radio To identity a pay lor add can Doug
anytime 2 3230. Dave alter 8 PM 354 4818
LOST 1 pe> ol gold-rimmed hail-glasses, blue
case in vicinity ol Library and Student Services
BkJg Days 3722758. Night 352 3323

---MEN'S HOCKEY LEAGUE"*

RIDES

Hancock Rec Center, 20 mfn. from BO, la having a Nov -Mar. men's league. For more Info,
inquire at PURCELL'S BIKE SHOP or call
l»a-«471 aft.«.

00 YOU NEED A RIDE TO AND FROM PITTSBURGH FOR THANXQIVING BREAK? RIDE
OUR CHARTERED BUS! IT'S CHEAP AND NO
STOPS IN LITTLE TOWNS! IF INTERESTED
CALL 354-0108 AND ASK FOR LAURA.

•••Think You Can Drive"
Come on out lo the roe Arena Parking Lot on
Thuraday and Friday and test your skill a. Juit
bring unererarty I.D. and Driver'! Llcenea.
Free lo Eeatyonell Time 1000-5 oo both
rJeye-Chance to win great prizeel

POM
PONO
POND
BGCItyCouncI
Nov 3. 1987

NU-HU
Reggae band plays on Saturday Oct 24.9 PM.
N E Commons. Harambee-Unity party sponsored by Caribbean Aaan (One Love)

44 PM

Grand U. Juke Dygert.
Tonlghl la the night you wtl see how beautiful a
DZ family can be
DZIOve.
Your anxious Grand Big

GRAND LIL JULIA KELLER
Roaaa are pmk.
Turtles are green.
You're the best grand w
I've ever seen"

DZ LITTLE BETH HUBER DZ
You are an awesome Little and I'm a proud Bigi
Bonded together as a Lrtbe-BIg teem we can't
go wrong. So don't be Mi for the Ural Big
"hunt" at 9 00 PM tonight it's going to be great
and I can't wait'
DZ Love. Your Happy Big

Urcul PlcOevitt

HAPPY FOUNDERS DAY
ALPHA CM OMEGA
102 YEARS OLD AND
STILL GOWK) STRONG!

SHANNON DORF AND ANGIE WOODS,
CONGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR RECENT LAVAUERINGS
LOVE, YOUR GAMMA PHI BETA PLEDGES

HEY GAMBIA PHI BETA
ACTIVES
YOUR PELDGES LOVE YOU'"

Shelly Parks
DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ
You're my Little and I'm your Big'
Thai week has been fun. but this
Evening le going to be even better'
Alter I blow out the candle tonight
We'l be big-B lorever and ever
Love. Your anxious Big
DZ DZ DZ OZ OZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

HEY JOHN
CHEE-O is almost hereOne request could you stick with your date this
year'?'
I CANT WAIT-LOVE D.S.
I need 3 parents dsy tickets Please help me!
Kim 2-4511
INTRAMURAL WRESTLING OFFICIALS NEEDED PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT AND APPLY IN 108 SRC EXPERIENCE IN WRESTLING REQUIRED

KAPPA KAPPA GAMBIA
Awesome tea las! night with the Annepoks Naval
Academy! You're great*
Love.
The Alpha CHa
III JuHe Haberi
Tonight's the night
Now don't you Irlghl.
Cur I'll be Ihere.
Just out of etghtl
I love my DZ lltllel
Your Big

THE BROTHERS OF
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ZETA BETA TAU
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ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THEIR FALL PLEDGES
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BOB COPELAND
GREG DAVIS
ERIK FRIEDAAAN
PAUL GOODMAN
MARK HURLBURT
C.J. JORDANEK
CHRIS KAZACOS

JOE WOLF

JASON ROBIE
TED ROGERS
JOE SBROCCO
KEVIN SWINT
BRIAN THOMAS
MIKE WATSON
CHRIS WEIR

ZETA BETA TAU
'A POWERHOUSE OF EXCELLENCE!"

VUZf nvi V138 ViK^nvi V138 V13Z^f1Vl ViM VUZ^flVl VIM VJJZ^DVl V139 VJJZ ♦

ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR NEEDED
NOW INTERVtEING for the summer of 1988'
Need a summer yob? Why wait H the laal
rranutei? Wei. then, aa Yogi Bear says. "Hery.
Hey-tt'e your kicky day!"
Our campground. Yog. Beer's Jeryslone Camp
Resort, is looking lor 2 creative, outgoing indrvkjuaas lo coordinate end direct activities lor a
lemly camping resort LOCATION Aurora. Ohio
5 meee form Ssa World ol Ohio end Geauos
Lake Park
College Jr. or St level prelerrd
Experience preferred but not a must
Living faceMs provided
It mtereated. send resume lo Jelyslone Camp
Resort. 3392 SR 82. Mantua. Ohio 44255
Cartbbeen AssodeHon needs a RELIABLE slu
dent to work 5 to 8 hours between Oct 21 a
Oct 24 Cal 362-7143 after 6 PM
HIRINQi Government ,obs • your erea
SI5.000-SeB.000 Cal 16021838-8885 EXT
4244
Need mare > lemafe signers lo smg original
material lor professional production
Cal
352-4487. ask lor Peter
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round
Europe. S Amor.. Austiaka Asia Al fielus
S90O-2000 mo Sightseeing Free mlo Write
UC. PO Bx 52-OH3 Corone Del Mar, CA
92625
Part lime office help lor typing ft. word processing Send resume to P O. Box 974 Bowkng
Green OH 43402
Wanted Energetic, lun-lovmg individuals who
would eke to make extra money lor college
whei having tun Now luring lor al positions Apply m person st Buttons Night Club, rust north of
Bowing Green on Route 25 Tuea mru Sun
after 8 PM Fleuble scheduling avseabte. car
pooej can be arranged
Youth
center
be 21
1 -2 S

worker for boys residential treatment
Hours 2-11 PM. some weekends Musi
Send Resume to Group Home Inc 400
Man SI Findlay. OH 45840 EOE

FOR SALE
1980 AMC Spelt 50.000 mi . Auto
$1796 352 1383

powei

1980 Muds Rx-7 GS Air sunrool-moonrool.
5 speed AM-FM selero-csss. louvers, white
wool seal covers $2600 or best offer
372-5308
1988 Honda CMC
Exceaent Condition- Must sel
Cal Mike at 372-6353
AranComputer I30XE Printer 1027 Orak drive
1050 Programmer 1010 Never used-sM in
boxes
S400 Francis William Sullivan

352 6091
FOR SALE
Light Blue Honda Accord (1982) Good
condition new brakes, new struts, new wiring,
ft new stereo Asking $4300 (very negotiable)
Cat 353-7020 Ask for Rob
FOR SALE: TECHNCS SL-XP7 PORTABLE CD
PLAYER VERY GOOD CONOfnON. ONLY A
YEAR OLD $125 OR BEST OFFER CALL
ROB372 1771
Stereo components tor ssle Technics receiver.
Sanyo tapedeck end tnlimty speakers Asking
S250 for complete system but negottebie
Great size lor a smel apt or dorm Cal Nancy at

SUE B 2
UNIQUENESS is the best quality In lite You're
fantastic In every Unique thing you do I hope
we have more Unique times together Jstkdn 2
PS Hey Cindy JUtyPop is on sale
Sue SwedeCono/atuialions on your Alpha CN-FUI lavsfcermg to Paul Chambers Good luck to both ol you'
Love, the AXO'e

STUDENTS-YOU LOVED US LAST MONTH"
Many-person yard sale More lurnriure-some
good, some needs work, al reasonably priced.
Raleigh 3-epeed. 10-speed. 8 piece setting
dishes; sewing machine, clothes, including
costs, sweaters, books (remember the art
books?); records, turntable, portable stereo.
hats; bowkng shoes, ice skates, porcelain table.
kitchen goods. 76 1-2 x 29 1-4 panefad door;
loo much more lo mention Don! miss the last
WE'VE HAD IT yard sale: 564 Sandndge Road,
Friday 2-7. Saturday 10-5

lo My Little Micrwlto Rasor
Get excited for tonight whan you wi find out
who your big wfl bei I can't wail""
OZ love and tons of mine. Your BO

Used trumpet Good condition Terrific for kids
(ust kksrrwng Case ft mutes mcl Cal 354-3145

Do you know who I am yet? Get excited for
tonight! We 1 be the best brg-tne parr aver! DZ
love end mine. Big??

TO MY TEENY-TINY SWEETY
I LOVE YOU BABY!
FROM YOUR BIGGEST SWEETHEART
HAPPY SWEETEST DAYI

FOR RENT

U" Norms.
Today Is the day" At* you aa exerted as I am? I
hope so! See you lonkjht'
I LOVE MY LITTLE!
DZLove.
Your Big

To Our PN Tau SCABS
Only three more days M Formal outrage" Get
peyched!"
Love, your Alpha Gemm Coaches

111' PAM SHEARER,
Tonight's the night
that you'll see the eight
of your big by the candlelight
DZ Love S Mine.
Your Big??

little Ion Kunkel.
I LOVE MY UTTLEII
Tonight you Imd out who I am GET PSYCHED!!
DZLove, your Big

2

SK3 EPS RUN YOUR GAMMER COACHES
ARE HAVING FUN
SO EPS THROW YOUR COACHES KNOW
YOU CAN GO
SO EPS SCORE YOUR COACHES WANT
MORE
SO EPS WIN YOUR COACHES WILL GRIN
GET PSYCHED FOR SUNOAY
LOVE-YOUR GAMMER COACHES

HELP WANTED

353 0989
LB Juke Dygert.
Tonight Is the night the candle will go round,
where Hi Bound la yet lo be found. So get
peyched! I am looking forward to all the
wonderful limes ahead'
DZ love and all of mine.
Big??

LITTLE DEE ZEE JENNIFER WISE.
ROUND AND ROUND THE CANDLE GOES
WHERE IT STOPS NOBOOY KNOWS!
TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT AND I KNOW IT'LL BE
RIGHT. WHEN I BLOW OUT THE CANDLE I'LL
HUG YOU TIGHT"
OZ LOVE AND BUNCHES OF MINE.
YOUR BIG?

I<

Slg Ep" •Olympiad Team- -Slg Ep
We would Buy to congratulate you on your victoryi I say "Sigma"- You say "Epsilon" Just
remember "It you're happy end you know
it HUG » COACH'
Love, your Kappa Coaches.
Amy. Cindy, and Kane

SPECIAL SWEETEST OAY GIFTS
Klevers Jewelers
Downtown

urea Beth Meri"
Get peyched for tonight! I can't wait'
OZ love, your Big

ZETA BETA TAU^ZETA BETA TAU ^ ZETA BETA TAOa^ZETA BETA TAL^ZETA BETA TAU •) ZETA BETA

RANSOM NOTE: WHAT A DG KIDNAPER
SENDS TO HER KIONAPEE ANNOUNCING
HER INTENTIONS TO TAKE HIM TO BO'S
ORIGINAL WESTERN DATE PARTY-DEE QEE
KIDNAP! WA HCO!!

DZ love, your grand-big???

UP t

DZ UL BLAIR BAKKER DZ
Get exerted! Tonight la the Big night' I can't
wait lo ten you who I ami
DZ Love and Mine, your Big

SUNDAY FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
ICE ARENA FIELDS, 10-3 PM
PIKE'AQO-PIRE-AQD

See Europe end Earn 6 Hours ol Credit1
SUMMER STUDY IN NANTES FRANCE
Classes in English
Open Informational Meeting
Tuesday. October 20. 9 00 PM
The French House on Sorority Row

DZ love and tons ol mine,
Your Big

COSTUME RENTAL
Jeans N Things 631 Ridge St
Open Tonrte bt 8 00 PM

PtNMUS:
THANKS FOR WELCOMING ME AS YOUR
UNIT DIRECTOR AND FRIEND I'M LOOKING
FORWARD TO A SUPER YEAR'
-MARY
PIKE^AGD'PIKE-AOD
CO-ED FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
SATURDAY PEP RALLY AT UPTOWN

LB VMM I
I am ao proud and excited lo have you aa my
Wtlel Have you figured out who I sm yel? You
juet might be surprised!! I can't wait until

CHEEOMUNGA IF YOU RE LUCKY'
OCTOBER 17. 1987

• * • LA.' LIZ WOODRUFF • • •
YOU ARE SUCH A SPECIAL llTTLEM I AM SO
EXCITED FOR YOU TO TAKE A LITTLE AND I
CAN'T WAIT TO BECOME A GRAND-BIG!
DZ LOVE. YOUR BIG ANDREA C

No excuse lor a dirty car'
Let Sigma Phi Epeaon end Alpha Phi
Washrt'
Nc charge Set 3-6 Stadium Sunoco

Welcome lo the larmty'

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Fantastic time M the tee Mat night with you and
the Annapcka Naval Academy'
Love.
The Kappas

DANSKIN LEGWEAR

Erect
Donald

Get scrubbed alter the game
Free car wash by
Alpha Phi 1 Sigma Phi Epeaon
Right across Irom Stadium

J52-4M3

POLITICAL

MEN OF BGSU Are you one ol the lew, the
proud, the warned tor AD Pi Flx-N-Mlx Deta Par
ty this weekend?

Get Excited Delta Zeta Zee's* Tonight's the BIG
night" Your Bigs Love You'DZ*

ADOPTION, couple happey married 8 yra with
much love 8 security vnshee to adopt while
newborn Al expenses paid, conndennel eel
cooocl 914-621-1162

TRY OUR DELICIOUS HOMEMADE CHILI
NEW AT DIBENEDETTO'S SUB-ME-OUICK
FREE DELIVERY 11 AM TO CLOSE

EAR PIERCING
el Klevers Jewelers
Downtown

FREE CAR WASHi
Sk) Ep I Alpha Phi-Sat 3-8
Sunoco across Irom Stadium

•Pam SheererJuet because we're not big and Htte
we can eta be the best of Mends'
I Love Ya anyway»
DZKathy DZ

Pregnant? We're here to help you thru Can First
Hope 354 HOPE lor tree pregnancy tests, supportive services

BG News Meeting lor volunteer reporters every
Sunday at 8 PM m 210 West Hal
(Due to INXS concert, the Oct 18 meeting wil
be at 3 30 PM]
BGSU
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Today 4 00 PM. 400 Moaeley
Please Jom Us1

• -To my very apaoW DZ Hie- •
Mary Beck
You are the moel speceX Irae any t»g could ever
wtah tori I'm to lucky! Oat exceed lor iomght>
See ya at the house FDZ Love.
BM?

PACKAGING
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express -UPS
A-Z Data Center ■ 352-5042

DZ'DZ'LI Lorl EberTOZ'DZ
Tomgrn a) the Big night! Get peyched II be
welting Impatiently to Mow out the candle'
DZ Love 1 al of mine TYour Big?

Meet the AdrrHnrstralors
Wad .Oct 21 Noon-1 PM
Oft Campus Student Center
A Panel Presentation with
Or Karl Vogf-Vice Prea Operations
Gregg OeCrana-Aael Vice Prea . Student Ac
trvttiee and Orientation
Or Paul Hoes Director. Honors Program
Joan baMland-Dtrector. Adult Learner Services
Richard Conrad-Director. Computer Services)

DZ-AMY FEARNSIDE-DZ
The oookWeT on lhs> campus Have you guessed yet?
Anxiously awaiting. Big?

John Carroll Fret Boy
Ohio State StudS.G.S.U. Partler!
Welcome to Bowling Green We are rooting
torwerd to ft the good limes. Love, all your
frlende end your brother

To the OREAT guys with the black BMW who
unlocked our car Sunday at Rax's—Thanks
SO MUCH for taking the lime to help!!! We
owe you a pitcher II we ever see you Out!
Sara, Lily 1 Use
TRAVEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY
GAIN
VALUABLE MARKETING EXPERIENCE WHILE
EARNING MONEY
CAAPUS REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY FOR SPRING BREAK TRIPS TO FLORIDA ■ ST PADRE
ISLAND, TEXAS CALL CAMPUS MARKETING
AT I-SOO-282-B221
WRESTUNG OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR INTRAMUAL TOURNAMENT PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AND FILL
OUT APPLICATION IN 108 REC CENTER BY
OCTOBER 23

2 bdrm turn apt for SUBLEASE $400 a mo
pfue aktc Aval now For more information cal
352-9647
2 Bedroom Apartment Available lor Spring
Semester Free heat, water ft air Close to campus! Cal 353-9916
DEC QRADS NEED YOUR HELP APT CLOSE
TO CAMPUS (2ND ST I. LOTS OF STORAGE.
LOW ELECTRIC NEGOTIABLE RENT SPRING
SEMESTER 353-0303
DELUXE LG FURN EFFO
AVAIL. NOW
Close lo Unrv 352-5669
FEMALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE EAST
MERRY WITH 2 GIRLS SPRING SEMESTER
$146 A MONTH FREE RENT OVER X-MAS
BREAK 354-7502
Garden level turn apt Gee end weler paid
Waking distance Irom campus 352-4380
HOUSE AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY
2 BEDROOMS LAROE-UVING ROOM
$345 A MO PLUS UTILITIES
UP TO 3 PEOPLE CALL 354-5724

WANTED
Heven House apt • 1 female needed to move
into 4 person apt Available immediately $145
a mo. 352-8722
Need Extra MONEY
Let me keep my car rt your OARAGE
WB PAY Monthly FEE
Cal TIM al 372-3056
WANTED Frtebee Players wiling lo lorm a coad intramural Ultimate ;rtebse team CM Tail at
2-1363

LIMITED semester leases avaeable Cat RE.
Management 352-9302
Nice. 2 bdrm house, near BG S U Aval Immed 363-7547 Eves
To aubalBII 1 Bdrm apt. $275 per mo
Located W Wooster at Mam SI Cal 354-3567
or 1-385-3560
VAL-MANOR APARTMENTS
Across from campus Aval this weekend lor 2
owl students Quiet Atmosphere 362-2868

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
I1 .Second"Semester Leases!
>
c

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeS

>

-I

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

I

I

I

$ Rent Rebates $
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hrs: Mon-Fri 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4

